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ABSTRACT
This study, a sub-study of a National Science Foundation (NSF) funded research project, applies a modified strategy of the U²MC for an eight-week afterschool robotics curriculum to promote upper elementary students’ computational thinking in the second grade. Twenty-one students in second grade participated in a Life on Mars project which lasted for ten days with one class hour per day. They participated in activities learning coding concepts, basics of robotics, as well as exploring life on Mars. Most notably, the study found a significant increase in participants’ computational thinking skills. In addition, participants came to understand basic robotics, including operation, composites, and codes. Implications for future research and robotics curriculum design are discussed in the presentation.
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COMPUTATIONAL THINKING AT ELEMENTARY GRADES

As computing becomes a routine but vital skill for everyone in today’s society, educators realize that computer knowledge and skills are indispensable for future success. However, due to the ever-changing characteristics of computer knowledge and skills, this perspective soon shifts focus from knowledge and skills (which quickly become obsolete) to the thinking processes that govern computing tasks. Understanding the principle thinking processes is the key factor that would allow today’s students to thrive in a future that is heavily influenced by computing (Yadav et al., 2014). Computational thinking is a process very similar to that of how computers operate. Computing refers to the parallel process the human brain takes in processing information, which aligns similarly to how computers function. Therefore, computational thinking is a process where human cognition behaves similarly to a computer. It is defined as a mental process involving these activities under each corresponding concept (Wing, 2006; 2008). Computational thinking draws on the above-mentioned concepts such as logic, algorithms, decomposition, abstraction, pattern recognition and generalization, and evaluation. Each concept systematically and efficiently processes information and tasks, and are fundamental steps in computer science (Lee et al., 2011). This involves logic as a mechanism for prediction and analysis (Ruggieri, 2000), making steps and rules characterized by algorithms, breaking down the whole into parts i.e., decomposition, removing unnecessary details which can be called an abstraction, spotting and using similarities to recognize patterns and drawing generalizations, and lastly making judgments for evaluation (Barr and Stephenson, 2011).

Because computational thinking is considered a prerequisite skill for many endeavors of the 21st century (Barr and Stephenson, 2011; Committee for the Workshops on Computational Thinking, 2010; Johnson et al., 2014; Wing, 2008; Yadav et al., 2014), educators have been developing curricula which integrate specific computational
thinking skills, such as logical and algorithmic thinking (Barr and Stephenson, 2011; Johnson et al., 2014; Sullivan and Heffernan, 2016; Tran, 2018; Voogt et al., 2015; Weintrop et al., 2016). The primary goal of teaching computational thinking in schools is to develop students’ ability to solve problems and express the solution in the form of an algorithm that enables the use a computer and other tools to assist in the solution. This approach to teaching computational thinking in schools is supported by The Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA, 2011), Committee for the Workshops on Computational Thinking (2010), The Royal Society (2012), and Hemmendinger (2010). The integration of computational thinking into K-12 subjects has been mostly implemented in computer-related subjects such as computing and robotics, and other STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) areas. While there already exists an implementation of computational thinking in the computing curriculum as a separate subject in the UK (Royal Society, 2012), the need to link computational thinking to subjects other than computer science has been argued by Wing (2006), Hemmendinger (2010), Voogt et al. (2015) and Fathi and Hildreth (2017). Currently, this approach to integration is mostly at the secondary level (ET 2020 Working Group on Digital Skills and Competencies, 2016), but the literature indicates an increasing trend to introduce it in primary education (Dasgupta et al., 2017).

On the Computational Thinking Vocabulary and Progression Chart created by ISTE and CSTA (2011), nine computational thinking vocabulary words/sets are presented for grade levels from Pre-K to 12th grade. It is not surprising to see activities for grades PreK to second are listed across all computational thinking vocabulary words. Learning experiences for PreK to second grade in language arts, geometry, literature, computer science, science, and social studies are exemplified. Even though ISTE and CSTA recommend cross-curricular activities for learning computational thinking, most practices were implemented around STEM subjects.

Chen et al. (2017) organized a robotics curriculum around specific topics that control basic movements, voice recognition, tactile sensors, and various other robotics-related skills and tasks. Furthermore, the researchers included several key computer science concepts such as algorithms, variables, conditionals, loops, serial execution, and multitasking. Their participants followed three steps: writing a program on a piece of paper, testing it on a virtual robot, and running the tested program on a physical robot. They found that the devised activities in the curriculum improved students’ computational thinking, especially in the context of robotics programming. As in this case of Chen et al. (2017), robotics is assumed as an interdisciplinary subject which can be used to integrate and practice computational thinking as it incorporates computer science and STEM concepts, systems, and technologies (Shoop et al., 2016).

Children as young as four can learn computational thinking concepts and robotics with assembling and programming (Grover and Pea, 2013). Kazakoff, Sullivan, and Baratè (2013) found that children’s sequencing skills improved significantly from pre- to post-test after participating in a one-week intensive robotics and programming workshop. Bers, Flannery, Kazakoff and Sullivan (2014) demonstrated that kindergartners were both interested in and able to learn many aspects of robotics, programming, and computational thinking with the TangibleK curriculum design incorporating robot construction, programming concepts and debugging. In an attempt to replace the old curriculum with new robotics activities, Elkin, Sullivan, and Bers (2014) implemented a robotics curriculum which they integrated within a social science unit in a mixed-age Montessori classroom. The curriculum, which emulates the qualities of Montessori manipulatives, offers a unique way for children to interface with new concepts and perspectives through a lens customized to their past learning experiences. This study is one example of using robotics uniquely as a tool to provide enriching learning experiences for children, while still achieving programming skills and developing computational thinking skills.

Dasgupta et al. (2017) provided evidence of kindergarten students’ engagement with computational thinking through analysis of their work focused on pattern recognition. They report that pattern recognition in a single direction is a developmentally appropriate skill for these kindergarten students; however, pattern recognition in two directions, both horizontally and vertically, was not commonly seen. It is challenging to introduce computational thinking into young students’ activities due to their limited advanced cognitive skills, their complex learning environment, and cross-subject curriculum.

Baratè, Ludovico, and Malchiodi (2017) organized music notation activities with Lego blocks for elementary students. Characteristics of blocks such as shape, color, and position over the board were reconfigured to support multiple and heterogeneous encodings of a music score. Each block was used to have musical meaning. As a result, they could create a suitable learning framework which can improve music skills and, at the same time, can convey computational thinking concepts. Sullivan and Bers (2016) demonstrated that as early as pre-kindergarten, children were able to master foundational concepts regarding programming a robot, and that children as young as seven years old were able to master computational concepts as complex as programming a robot using conditional statements. Their curriculum was organized around knowledge of robots, robot construction, and programming a robot with conditional statements. In the study with five to six-year-old children, Lieto et al. (2017) found a significant effect of educational robotics on robot programming skills after 13 training sessions of 75 minutes each, while incorporating hands-on experiences. They reported a short-term beneficial effect of robotics as demonstrated in
the previous studies of Kazakoff et al. (2013) and Sullivan and Bers (2016). That is, they found that children learned to wait and check robot’s moves and goals before relying on their behavioral control. As these studies have shown, educators can incorporate computational thinking skills early on in a grade-school curriculum to maximize learning potential across the years. It is important to note that separating the teaching method from the curriculum in robotics practices can be challenging. This is especially true in elementary grades where developmentally-appropriate and cross-curricular practices are not fully defined and identified (Dasgupta et al., 2017).

This study took the first implementation that utilized project-based learning, integrating a science topic, Life on Mars, with programming a robot into a second grade classroom. The Life on Mars project, based on scientific inquiry, was centered on designing robots and testing them on a simulated Mars environment in fourth and fifth-grade classrooms. In this project, students learned how to incorporate related science and engineering concepts into the designing of robots using Mindstorms EV3 Legos. The first implementation of this curriculum demonstrated that participating students and teachers enjoyed the afterschool STEM+C robotics program and the curriculum fostered students’ development of computational thinking and positive attitudes toward science (Yang et al., 2018). However, the project-based learning approach used to develop students’ programming concepts and computational thinking skills did not adequately prepare students to connect their learned knowledge and skills when tackling the problems in the final competition (Ching et al., 2018). Thus, this study adopted a modified strategy of the Understand/Use-Modify-Create to identify its effects on second grader’s computational thinking skills.

**STRATEGIES FOR PROMOTING COMPUTATIONAL THINKING IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION**

There are many ways to integrate computing education into existing curriculum in elementary education, especially as teaching computational thinking skills has taken various forms in its practice. Accordingly, the resources to support this emerging area in school curriculum continue to grow and become ever-more diverse. However, there is no denial that computational thinking integration into students’ activities has been frequent in the subjects of computing and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math). Traditionally, computing and STEM were the main subjects which dealt with the computational thinking skills of students. Recently it has begun expanding to other subjects such as the arts, reading, and music. Furthermore, cross-curricular activities to teach computational thinking has become a significant trend in elementary education (Tran, 2018). Ways of teaching and learning computational thinking skills are diverse, ranging from linear progressive strategies where a teacher leads the educative process of teaching computing to project-based, explorative inquiries where a student leads the process of learning computational thinking skills. Research and subsequent practices showing strategies in teaching computational thinking skills are grouped into four categories and introduced in the following paragraphs.

**Manipulating Embodied Objects**

In the context of problem-solving strategies as Lye and Koh (2014), and Butler et al. (2015) used a guided strategy, divide and conquer, which is a top-down deconstruction of building a castle in Scratch. Another similar strategy applied by Jörg et al (2014) for the purpose of teaching fifth and sixth graders computational thinking in order to increase the proportion of minorities and, specifically women in computing, was a step by step choreographed character animation. Baraté et al. (2017) used bricks, properly placed over a building baseplate to represent music scores in their study, which fostered computational thinking in elementary school children through LEGO-based music notation.

In the study performed by Good et al (2008), students ages 12 to 13 were engaged and motivated toward learning computational thinking using an embodied interface. The students in their study could take on the role of a character and organize the characters’ movements into sequences so that the recorded movements could be manipulated in ways that fostered computational thinking. The hands-on activities with manipulatives seem to promote the decomposition skill, one of the computational thinking skills, as manifested by the study of Li, Hu, and Wu (2016), arguing that drawing geometric figures among the three hands-on activities was helpful in learning when the participants felt bored. One of the contributions of Good et al. (2008) and Li et al. (2016) was their addition of motivation and engagement in promoting computational thinking. Their Unplugged and Embodied games, together with the board games of Tsarava, Moeller, & Ninaus (2018), are examples of materialized physical manipulatives for elementary students to play with algorithmic thinking, abstraction, pattern recognition, and decomposition. The U2MC strategy in this study includes activities manipulating embodied objects, that is, participants used their arms, legs, and eyes to embody and predict the robot’s actions before and after they wrote their codes to make robots perform what they want to do.
Reflecting on Mistakes

Coding and programming are the most widely acknowledged ways of teaching computational thinking (Bauer et al., 2015; Lye and Koh, 2014) and therefore Lye and Koh (2014) asked students to verbalize their thought process using think-aloud protocol while programming. The think aloud process has been proved useful in fostering computational thinking, information processing, scaffolding, and reflection activities.

Frequently what happens to students while they are doing computer work is that computers do not always execute tasks as instructed. This is also true for students learning computational thinking skills. Students are encouraged to reflect on why their plan did not work, where possible mistakes reside, and how they could best fix their mistakes in their problem-solving. Bers et al. (2014) incorporated a debugging/trouble-shooting idea in their TangibleK Robotics project designed to engage kindergarten children in learning computational thinking, robotics, programming, and problem-solving. Harrison and Hanebutte (2018) turned coding mistakes into a pedagogy to teach computational thinking. Instead of merely showing and explaining correct solutions, they presented code with logical errors to class. Their teaching strategy consists of three stages: Initial Instruction, Problem Posing, and Addressal. The difficulty level might be critical in this way of teaching computational thinking because they are apt to get frustrated if the task is beyond their capability or the mistakes are hard to find or fix. This strategy should not be used until the students are comfortable with basic knowledge and constructs of coding (Harrison and Hanebutte, 2018). They recommended using this technique together with other methods for better balance. In this study, reflecting on mistakes was integrated into the U²MC strategy. Thus, when the robot did not perform what the code instructed, participants came back to their code and analyzed them for mistakes, corrected it, and tried the revised code again. They repeated this trial and error process until they succeeded.

Creating a Story and Narration

Chiazzese et al. (2017) added a narrative stage for elementary students at the beginning of the teaching process of computational thinking as suggested by Repenning et al. (2017). Based on problem-based learning, Repenning et al. (2017) developed three stages of teaching computational thinking: abstraction for problem formulation, automation for solution expression, and analysis for execution and evaluation. Considering the elementary students’ age, a storyline stage with a narrative description of characters and events in a story was added to the three stages by Chiazzese et al. (2017). The adoption of a narrative approach has stimulated a positive perception of computer programming for children in the study of Chiazzese et al. (2017).

Another narration strategy was adopted by Faber, Ven, and Wierdsma (2017). Students first created a pen-and-paper model of their story, consisting of drawings indicating what happens in the story. This model acts as an abstraction of the story, highlighting the most critical aspects, which then guides the coding process. A story or narration can be introduced as a scaffold either in the beginning or middle of teaching computational thinking concepts as revealed in the study of Webb and Rosson (2013). The students in this study were asked to make changes to the story to solve problems using broadcasting in Scratch. Webb and Rosson (2013) observed that scaffolded examples with story modifications in Scratch could provide an effective way to convey computational thinking concepts and skills in a short amount of time, while still serving as a fun and engaging learning activity. This ‘Creating a Story and narration’ strategy was integrated into the U²MC strategy. Thus, when a new task was given to participants, they were asked to write a short story on how their robots will perform the task and what should be done in sequence.

U²MC (Understanding/Using-Modifying-Creating)

The third strategy for teaching computational thinking includes using a prototype or sample, modifying or elaborating on it, and then creating a final project. The work of Figueiredo and García-Peñalvo (2017) illustrates this strategy. They introduced ‘Practice Map Design’ and ‘Follow and Give Instructions’ in order to practice and promote the computational thinking skills of students. With map designing exercises, students develop their capacities in planning, designing and describing specific characteristics in a concrete situation. Students are asked to draw on a paper what a student (or a teacher describes) and reverse roles. This strategy can also be applied without any digital devices.

Conde et al. (2017) promoted computational thinking by using unplugged methods and employing robots as teachers as an engagement factor for the students. The children played a game in class using colored game tokens where they were asked to write down the steps they took to complete a figure with colored tokens. In their study on making music with Scratch to teach computational thinking, Ruthmann et al. (2010) used a tangible computing device which is a midi card and an approach identical with the UMC/U²MC approach. Once the participants in their study understand basic note and sound generation in Scratch, they implemented synchronization, and then more musical, generative algorithms for creating and manipulating sequences of notes could be explored. In this study, participants were given a set of codes, explained what the codes do, and then watched the robot’s performance. Once they understood the codes, the instructor asked where in the program students could modify
the code to change the robot’s action. All the participants were given a similar task as the example program with which to write their codes.

As is evident in the literature, practices integrating computational thinking in elementary education are growing. More resources are provided, and various strategies are emerging. Strategies promoting elementary children’s computational thinking are based on problem-based learning, project-based learning, and game-based learning (Hsu et al., 2018). A modified U²MC strategy in this study was integrated with strategies of Manipulating Embodied Objects, Reflecting on Mistakes, and Creating a Story and Narration.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this study, the U²MC (Understand/Use-Modify-Create) strategy (Lee et al., 2011) toward programming a robot was applied in addition to the project-based learning approach. Questions to be answered are as follows:

1. Could robotics activities with the U²MC strategy promote computational thinking skills of the participants in second grade?

2. How the participants in second grade change in their knowledge of robots after they applied the U²MC strategy in their robot activities?

METHODS

Participants

The study participants consist of 21 students in second grade at a suburban elementary in Boise, ID. They are 13 boys and nine girls. Academically, the students’ reading and math abilities are at a second grade level range from low to high. At the commencement of the study, participants had already spent several hours with code.org during their math in classes and therefore were not unfamiliar with the languages in coding.

Instruments

Bebras Challenge for pre- and post-tests

The idea of Bebras Challenge was born by Dagienė (2006) as an international initiative on informatics at schools. In this study, the Bebras Challenge was administered before and after the implementation. The pretest showed that participants could not finish all questions within given forty minutes. After the pretest, all items were reversed to avoid memorizing questions. This challenge examines students’ logic and computational thinking skills through different types of problems. There are three levels of difficulty: A, B, and C. A-level is easier than B, which are intended to be easier than the C-level, which involves a set of problem-solving skills. The challenges contain six tasks with 45 minutes to finish, two A-levels, two B-levels, and two C-levels. The challenge question 1, “Shelf Sort”, measures Algorithmic Thinking (AL), Decomposition (DE), Evaluation (EV), and Algorithms and Programming (AP) domains that students can compare the rules that Beatrix set of itself as an algorithm and data can take many structures such as pictures or numbers each with different values. Question 2, “Broken Window” measures Abstraction (AB) and EV skills, and AP domains that students can store many pieces of information to share common attributes. Question 3 “Tube System” measures AL and AP domains that students need to command the mouse to go down and keep changing the directions until arriving at the cheese. Question 4, “Bottles” measures AB and EV skills, and Data structures and Representations (DR) domains that students solve which bottles should be at the front before they disappear behind one of the other bottles. Question 5, “Car Trip” measures AL and DE skills, and AP domains that students need to command the car to arrive at school. Question 6 “Secret Recipe” measures AL and DE skills and DR domains that students need to find which ingredient has no label.

U²MC activity

In this study, students followed the U²MC strategy integrated with other three strategies. The participants’ activity was guided by a teacher who had received training by the researchers. In the first step, students ran a program that controls a robot and watched the program execution and the connected robot’s actions; this is a ‘Use’
activity. After that, the teacher explained what the program is and what it does. Students are expected to have ‘Understanding’ through the teacher’s explanation. After becoming familiar with the sophistication of the program, they began to modify it based on their understanding. In this ‘Modify’ stage, the teacher gave students brief ideas where they could make modifications, after which students had time to modify and play the program. Participants used their arms, legs, and eyes to embody and predict the robot’s actions after they modified the program. This allowed participants to develop a deeper understanding and have a modified program for their robots to execute a different action from the original program. When the robot did not perform what the modified code instructed, participants came back to their code and analyzed it for mistakes, made corrections, and tried the revised code again. They repeated this trial and error process until they succeeded. In the ‘Create’ stage, they developed their ideas for a new robot project and deployed their knowledge and skills. That is, when a new task was given to participants, they were asked to write a short story on how their robots would perform the task and what should be done in sequence.

STEM Mars Robot Activities

Twenty-two students participated in the classroom activities in STEM Mars Robot. This activity provided K-2 classroom exposure to computer programming concepts and explored Mars learning outcomes (Yang et al., 2018). There were eight lessons in total for ten days to teach Mars Robot, geared towards developing the students CT skills, such as developing their ability to make algorithms, and to write and debug code.

In the breakout lesson, Lesson 1: Mars and Robots, students learned and shared ideas about Mars and Robotics. During this lesson, students had discussions about why humans would want to go to Mars or, alternatively, send a robot to Mars. This discussion provided a foundation for Lesson 2: Watching a video on robots used in our daily life; wherein students discussed what comprises a robot and how robots and robotics can be leveraged on Mars to potentially discover life and water. Lesson 3: Building a Robot brought the pre-learning from the previous lessons into the students’ hands, and provided them with the opportunity to build their own EV3 Lego robot. During this lesson, groups of five students followed the robot building directions with teacher guidance as appropriate. To account for students who were at different centers, an alternative activity was leveraged in this lesson, in which these students participated in creating a robot prototype using Legos or read an informational text about Mars. After successfully building a robot prototype, students learned how to control a robot in Lesson 4: Controlling the Robot. This included basic movements and leveraging sensors to detect objects potentially obstructing the path of the robot by using the U2MC approach to controlling a robot.

After Lesson 4, students used the UMC approach toward coding throughout the lessons. In Lesson 5: Algorithm, Coding, and Debugging, teachers showed the Cup Stack Pack to students and students created algorithms and coding to match the Cup Stack Pack. Students debugged code when necessary with guidance and support provided throughout the lesson, while still ensuring enough time for students to explore the basics of coding using the cups. In Lesson 6 & 7: My Loopy Robotics Friends, students chose a program from My Robotic Friends. This lesson served as a reintroduction to loops. Students developed critical thinking skills by looking for patterns of repetition in the movements of classmates and determining how to simplify those repeated patterns using loops. They identified places where the same arrow repeats consecutively and they wrote the number of repeated arrows inside the circle, while crossing out the other arrows in the repeated arrows. Similar to Lesson 5, teachers provided guidance and support, while still giving sufficient time for students to explore and practice. Finally, in Lesson 8: Working Mars Robots, students wrote how they used the computational model to problem solve during the lessons, such as building the robots, designing a robot, completing My Robotic Friends, and My Loopy Robotic Friends or discussing the activities of the Working Mars Robots.

Interview

To find out how students were learning about robotics and its programming, an interview was performed with questions such as ‘What did you learn today?’, ‘What was new to you?’, ‘Was it difficult?’, and other immediate facilitating questions such as ‘Could you tell me more in detail?’, etc. The interview was conducted four times by trained graduate students majoring in education and counseling: at the beginning of the implementation, after the students assembled their robots, after Lesson 3, and after all robotics activities. For the interview, two students from each group were selected at random, resulting in a total of eight students that were interviewed individually. The first interview, which was not included in the qualitative analysis, focused on robots in general, their parts and their role. It was an orientation towards the coming interviews. The second interview was conducted after lesson 5 and focused on coding. The third interview was conducted after all activities and focused on coding. The interview was conducted in a very comfortable, informal manner and students were asked to share what they learned. After students responded to the questions, the interviewer probed further to get additional information or clarification.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Quantitative Analysis: Because one student missed the pre-test, twenty-one students’ data obtained from the Bebras Challenge was analyzed. The pre- and post-test scores of the Bebras Challenge are presented in Table 2.

Sixteen students out of twenty-one showed increased scores from the pre-test to the post-test. Only five students showed the same or decreased in scores. The mean of the pre-test is .761 while that of the post-test is 8.333. The mean of the Increase is 8.143.

The paired samples test procedure in SPSS is presented in Table 3. The difference between the pre- and post-test is significant (t=5.542, df=20, p <.01) (Table 3). The most notable differences were in question type A and B. Type C did not show as much difference as type A and B (Table 4). According to Table 4, the sum of the difference is more than 35 in type A and B.

Type C, which has a higher difficulty level, did not show much difference between pre- and post-tests. This smaller or less significant difference may be due to the difficulty level and DR (Data Structures and Representations) trait in question C5.
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Qualitative Analysis: The first interview performed before the implementation was not included in the qualitative analysis because it was focused on robots in general. The other three interviews were focused on identifying any changes in student knowledge and attitudes. The second, third and fourth interviews conducted during the implementation were recorded on video. The dialogues in the videos were transcribed and the researchers extracted any meaningful dialogues from the transcriptions. The findings are summarized below.

1) A robot is a machine, has a chip, and accepts orders to move

Findings show that the participants were narrowing down their understanding about a robot from ‘it is a machine’ to ‘it needs to be programmed using codes’ when they were asked ‘What do you think a robot is?’. Two students did not answer or were not sure about this question, and six students’ answers stated that ‘it is a machine’ at first interview, but later five students answered stated that ‘it is a machine’ or ‘has the microchip’, etc. They understood a robot reacts to commands or instructions’. Below, a few dialogues related to this observation at the second and third interviews are presented.

**Student A:** Well that a robot, it is a machine…what if it doesn’t need an engine to move ‘cause sometimes you could just have it in the microchip to tell it how to move?

**Student B:** What if a robot had no brain, no microchip, no programing?

**Student C:** Well that a robot, it is a machine…what if it doesn’t need an engine to move ‘cause sometimes you could just have it in the microchip to tell it how to move?

**Student D:** Chips.

2) No brain! It should be programmed

**Student A:** You have to tell the robot what to do—

**Student B:** - using the robot language instead of human language.

**Student C:** Well, I didn’t know that we can make some robots and we can move or control them. That was kind of cool.

**Interviewer:** Yeah, it’s neat. You can program them to do whatever you want them to do, pretty much, huh?

**Student D:** Yes. That how come we need to program a robot, but it can’t move by itself. Then I watched a video, and it’s because that it doesn’t have a brain like we do. It doesn’t have a heart. Yeah.

**Student E:** I can send my order to my robot one by one or send all at once. It follows my words.

The above dialogues show that the participants think a robot is a machine with no brain, they have chips instead to hold programmed instructions. They did not mention the codes, but later they learned to code to give controls to robots.

3) A robot acts only when commands are given from outside.

At the beginning of the implementation, eight of the students who were interviewed knew that a robot is an automatic machine that works autonomously. However, they did not know it should be instructed or programmed to do something. However, when they were programming a robot, they all could easily understand that a robot does nothing unless instructed, and only does precisely what the program directs. Dialogues with one student are presented below, as a representative of all the other seven students’ dialogues.

**Interviewer:** How do you make a robot move?

**Students G:** I say and select, “move forward!” Then robot moves forward.

**Interviewer:** What happens if you do not say or select any command? It moves?

**Students G:** No, it is not moving, it is frozen, waiting for my command.

**Interviewer:** So, do you think when you have delivered a wrong command? The robot can judge if it is wrong?

**Students G:**: No, the robot just accepts the command and just do it.

4) We repeat ‘Trial and Error’

When they were writing the code to make a robot move or turn, they wrote a series of codes which consisted of breaking down the steps needed to achieve a given goal. After they typed the codes in on the computer, the students transferred all of codes into the chipset of the robot. Students then placed the robot on the floor and tested to see if it was executing the code as expected. If the robot was not executing the commands as instructed, students would then have to use problem solving skills to isolate where mistakes were made, and how it could be fixed. After identifying the mistakes, students would return to their computers and correct the codes and then test it again. This was a cyclical process until success was achieved.

**Interviewer:** What if something goes wrong? What do you do?

**Interviewer:** We solve it again.

.. **Interviewer:** Okay, how do you solve if your robot is not working as you think?

**Interviewer:** A mistake and then we fix it again, or something like that.
**Interviewee:** Okay. I would try and make as much mistakes ever to—so I write down the mistakes I make and so I have a perfect robot.

**Interviewer:** In what ways? Yeah, that’s what I’m asking.

**Interviewee:** Maybe, if there’s a piece. If it doesn’t go in that side, maybe you should try another side and put it in there.

**Interviewer:** Yeah. You find a problem, then you research it and find different ways to solve it. Yeah. Rita? Do you want to say something about the chart?

**Interviewee:** If we make a problem, then we can break it.

**Interviewee:** Break it?

**Interviewee:** If we’re trying to make a robot and we make—go in, we can take it apart, and we’ll know, and then we can research it, then fix it.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this study, the U2MC (Understand/Use-Modify-Create) strategy toward programming a robot was applied in addition to the project-based learning approach model. It was anticipated that U2MC strategy could be relevant for students in second grade because it makes sure they understand computational steps entirely before using, modifying and creating their own programs. The participants in second grade performed robotics programming successfully using the U2MC strategy. The ‘Understand’ activity before ‘Use’ is assumed to be effective in engaging participants and making the activity effective towards the end-goal of robotics programming.

The participants in this study showed increased knowledge about robots and computational thinking skills after the STEM+C robotics activities. Throughout the interviews, they began to understand that a robot is a machine, has a chip, and accepts orders to move; that it has no brain like a human being and should be programmed using commands given from outside; and that ‘Trial and Error’ happens when they program robots.

At the easy and intermediate challenge levels for computational thinking, students’ increase in computational thinking skills proved to be greater than at the most difficult level of challenge. However, it is uncertain whether the immeasurable changes in student computational thinking at higher levels of difficulty could be a result of the domain of computational thinking, that is, Data Structure and Representation. To simplify, the participants might not be ready for this domain of computational thinking, or it may be due to the lesson not being modified to adequately teach the domains to second graders. In Chen et al.’s (2017) study, the students in fifth grade did not show significant gains on Data and Representation of computational thinking domains either.

The results of this study indicate that further study is needed to clarify the readiness of second graders toward this domain of computational thinking. Additionally, this study found that the STEM+C robotics activities have given the participants in second grade opportunities to understand the basic principles of robotics: operation, composites, and codes. Students demonstrated the understanding that a robot is a machine composed of several parts consisting of chips similar to a human brain. The chipset in each robot can accept instructions written in codes to execute tasks, and that erroneous codes can be corrected through systematic testing and debugging.

Further studies should be done to determine which domains of computational thinking can be mastered by students in second grade, exploring which coding concepts are more appropriate for this age bracket. Finally, difficulty levels in computational thinking skills and coding concepts should also be clarified further in subsequent studies.
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